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Showing the status of all operations
This evaluation provides you with an overview of the status of all operations, with OK and failed 
operations shown separately.

Status of operations as a circular chart
This evaluation provides you with an overview of the status of operations itemised by paymethod, with 
OK and failed operations shown separately, in the form of circular charts.

OK operations
Failed operations
Percentage accounted for by the paymethods shown as a circular chart
Number of operations per paymethod
Hide paymethod

Status of operations in several types of charts
This evaluation provides you with an overview of the status of operations itemised by paymethod, with 
OK and failed operations shown separately, in the form of different types of charts.

Number of operations for the paymethods
OK operations are shown in blue
Failed operations are shown in red
Select the following types of chart: line chart, bar chart, curve chart and 
area chart

Complete overview of status details

On this page

Status of operations as a 
circular chart
Status of operations in several 
types of charts
Complete overview of status 
details

In this section
Dashboard overview screen
Setting the dashboard filters
Showing country analyses
Showing the overview of all 
operations
Showing the status of all 
operations
Showing the trend
Viewing statistics using the 
dashboard (optional)

Hiding a paymethod

Click on a paymethod to have it hidden. The paymethod is also hidden in the circular chart. 
You will see the percentages without the paymethod that has been hidden.

Application Button

The button at the bottom 
allows you to jump to the 
corresponding page within 
the application. You must be 
logged in to jump to the 
corresponding page within 
the application.

Computop Analytics

https://developer.computop.com/display/EN/Dashboard+overview+screen
https://developer.computop.com/display/EN/Setting+the+dashboard+filters
https://developer.computop.com/display/EN/Showing+country+analyses
https://developer.computop.com/display/EN/Showing+the+overview+of+all+operations
https://developer.computop.com/display/EN/Showing+the+overview+of+all+operations
https://developer.computop.com/display/EN/Showing+the+trend
https://developer.computop.com/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=26248258
https://developer.computop.com/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=26248258
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This evaluation provides you with a complete overview of the status details of all transactions.

Export the current table contents as an Excel file
Column configuration
Search function for each column

Configuring columns

You can use the "Column configuration" button to configure columns individually. The column 
headings highlighted in green are shown. Clicking them allows you to hide the columns 
shown. In turn, you can make the hidden column headings, which are highlighted in white, 
appear by clicking them.
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